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The Bendix Corporation, Guidance Systems Division (GSD)
has concluded testing of a standard iron and standard	 I
alnico permanent magnet two phase, brushless DC spin
motor for potential application to the Space Telescope
V
	 (ST) . The purpose of this study was to determine spin
motor power losses, magnetic drag, efficiency and to.•que
speed characteristics of a High Torque D: Motor. GS'D
designed and built this motor to fit an wisting reac-
tion wheel as a test vehicle and to use existing brass-
board commutation and torque command electronics.
The spin motor was designed for a nominal torque output
of 50 ounce inch (.35 NM) over a speed range of +3000 RPM.
The motor rotor consists of 10 poles of alnico permanent
magnets. The stator, located inside the rotor, consists
of two phases of windings in quadrature . Hall elements
are located on the outer periphery of the stator lamina-
tions so as to sense the rotor flux in the air gap and
provide rotor position information for electronic com-
mutation. A picture of the spin motor is shown in
Figure 1-1.
The reaction wheel used as a test vehicle for the spin
motor is a new 50 ft-lb-sec (68 N-M-sec) Momentum Wheel.
This unit has been designed so that it can be used as a
t	 normal reaction wheel, a biased momentum wheel., or as
the wheeled section of a low output torque, control
I	 moment gyro, either single or dual gimbal. The unit has




















IThe reaction wheel consists of a spoked 16 inch (.406M)
diameter wheel in a magnesium housing. A picture is
shown in Figure 1-2. The assembly is about 16.5 inches
a	 (.42M) in diameter by 7.25 inches (.184M) high. It
utilizes a three point mount and weighs 32 pounds 	 t
(14.5KG). Single 104H angular contact ball bearings.,
with a 10 pound (.453KG) axial preload provided by a
be llevi l le spring are used in the reaction wheel con-
figuration. The bearings used during test were lubricated
with a fixed amount of SRG- 40 mineral oil.
The reaction wheel has been previously tested with an
AC induction motor installed to determine the units drag
torque characteristics. The unit has been designed to
operate in a low pressure or vacuum environment. All
of the tests results presented were performed with the
units internal pressure between 100 and 150 micros
(0. 1-0.15 Torr) .
The spin motor drive electronics used for this study
is a brassboard set similar to the one which was to be
used on the Earth Limb Measurement Satellite (ELMS)
program. A picture is shown in Figure 1-3. The elgc..
tronics consists of an EMI filter, power supply, pu".,ae
width modulator (PWM) and H-bra. dge drive circuits . The
input to the electronics consists of a nominal 28 volt
IC buss and IC torque command signal of 0 to +5 volts.
The output is a PWM.current drive, modulated by the
Hall commutators, to the spin motor windings. The
current feedback stability circuitry was modified for
higher speed operation (3000 RPM vs 880 RPM for ELMS) .
1-3
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BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR PWM DRIVE ELECTRONICS
FIGURE 1-3
AL
The power H-bridges, see Figure 1-4, were rebuilt to
accommodate the approximately three times higher power
levels required.
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2 . o	 S Ummny
A two phase, brushless high targae DC motor was designed.
and built to fit within the physical constraints of an
r	existing 50 ft-lb-sec reaction wheel. The motor was
sized to fit existing hardware and was therefore limited
to a maximum torque of 50 ounce inches. The motor was
also designed to operate with existing PWM drive
electronics without modification. Unfortunately, dur-
ing the course of integration of the motor and elec-
tronics, it was discovered that , the existing H-bridge
power transistors could not adequately handle the higher
motor current and so new H--bridges had to be built.
The electronics Were also modified with a double feed-
back circuit to extend the' amplifier bandwidth from its
former 73 Hertz bandwidth to a 250 Hertz bandwidth. The
subsystem, consisting of motor, reaction wheel and drive
electronics was then tested for its performance chara-
cteristics. Although the motor performed according to
its design, an unexpected amount of sensitivity to
armature fields was experienced. This "armature reac-
tion" dial tend to cause dissymetry in the data but did
not seriously affect the test effort. The wheel speed
was limited to a maximum of 2500 RPM rather than the
desired 3000 RPM because the motor back ERF constant
was erroneously calculated for square wave excitation
rather than the actual sinusoidal current.
The results-of this effort have been summarized in
Tables 2--1 and 2--2. The functional test results, are
shown and discussed in Section 4. The motor itself is
discussed in Section 5. Section 6 contains a discussion
of the frequency response of the drive electronics.
2--1
HIGH TORQUE DC MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS
Motor Type Rotor outside stator, hrushless DC
Commutation Hall elements on stator
No. Poles 12
No. Phases 2
Size 3.99" OD x 1.63 11
 ID x 1.25" Length
Weight 21 ounces ( . 595Kg)
Magnet flat l Alnico 9
Maximum Torque 54	 oz-a. n
Torque Scale Factor (Max) 13-25 oz-in/pKamp ( . 072NM/pkamp)
(Apparent) ¢. 6 	 oz-in/pKamp ( . 068NM/pKamp)
Maximum Speed (at 32V) 3000 RPM
Peak power at 2500 RPM and 103 watts
max torque
Motor constant (Max) 16 oz-in/,/'watt
Back MW Constant 0.00758 volts pk/RPM
Motor Time Constant 2 milliseconds
DC Resistance (each phase) 0.41 ohms
Total AC Impedance (each phase) 0.65 ohms
Inductance (each phase) 0.8 millihenries
Drag Torque near zero speed
(Bearing and Windage) 0.6 oz-in
(Magnetic) 0.15 oz-in
Drag Torque at 3000 RPM
(Bearing and windage) 1.5 oz-in
(Magnetic) 0.9 oz-in









Inpu-t Power 28 + 4 VDC
Torque Command Signal 0 to +5 VDC
Torque Command Scale Factor 10.8 oz--in/volt
0.076 NM/volt
9.6 oz-in/pk asap
Peak Power at 2500 RPM and
max torque 187 watts
Quiescent power at zero speed 8.5 watts
at constant 3000 RPM 13.5 watts
Efficiency at 2500 RPM (Max) 59%
(Min) 52%
PWM Frequency 4.8 KHz
Type Brassboard
3 , 0	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The High Torque DC Motor tested for this report showed
a definite advantage over an AC motor for meeting ST
satellite requirements. The DC motor inherently has
much higher torque and is much more efficient for use
in a reaction wheel. The DC motor also tends to be
much more efficient aL iow torque levels than high
torque levels indicating even higher efficiency when
operated at low duty cycles. The biggest disadvantage
of this motor is the drag torque of the rotor magnets
on the stator iron. The magnetic drag amounts to 500
of the bearing and windage drag at maximum speed and
20% near zero speed.
The magnetic drag of the brushless DC motor can be
eliminated by using an ironless stator. This type of
motor construction would also run more efficient since
the stator core losses would be reduced. The stator
core losses of the standard motor are significant at
high torque levels since they are proportional to the
square of motor current. The ironless stator'brushless
DC motox would be the next logical step of investigation
if it is desired to have increased performance over the
standard brushless DC motor.
There were several areas of the motor design which
requires improvement. The first is the stator iron.
The stator core losses, although negligible at low
torque levels, proved to be significant at high torque
levels. These may by
 reduced by increasing the amount
of iron in the stator. The Hall sensors were located
REPRODUCIBI' AY Op ma
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on the stator laminations. Although this location is
satisfactory at low torque levels, the .amount of stator
flux pickup became significant at high torque levels
leading to current waveform distortion.
For future designs, the Hall sensors should be moved
out of the stator field. An obvious solution is an
external (to the motor) position resolver. This would
require additional cost however and a better method
would be to place the Hall sensors at the sides of the
rotor magnets. This would require that axial wheel
motion be limited so as not to affect the scale factor.
Perhaps the best method would be to extend the rotor
magnets axialy so as to overlap the stator winding end
turns and place the Hall sensors in this location. No
matter which method is chosen it is desirable to have
the position sensors mounted so as to allow peaking
and balancing of the motor torque under dynamic test
conditions.
The armature reaction effect will be small for an iron-
less stator motor due to the large air gap. Therefore,
this type of motor would be able to operate satisfactorily






The High Torque DC Motor was tested as part of a sub-
system which included a Pulse Width. Modulated (PWM)
Drive Electronics and a 50 foot-pound-second Reaction
Whe,^ l Assembly (RWA). The primary parameters of inter-
est were reaction torque and power. The motors reaction
torque was measured by suspending the RWA from a strain
gage torque cell with the spin axis vertical. The nat-
ural resonance of the suspended sprint; mass system was
4.14 Hertz. This necessitating filtering of the torque
indicators output with a 0.1 Hertz low pass filter.
Since the RWA takes six minutes to change direction of
maximum speed at maximum torque, this filtering was not
considered detrimental.
Power measurements wui ,
 made with a wattmeter which ob-
tains a wattage reading; by electronically multiplying
the current signal by the voltage signal. Subsystem
power measurements are easily measured since they are
basically DC levels. The motor power measurements,
however, posed a problem , in that the voltage across the
motor is pulse width modulated at a frequency of 4.8
kilohertz. Although the rated frequency response of the
wattmeter is 2 kilohertz., it is believed that the watt-
meter was responding with reasonable accuracy for these
tests.
The RWA Drive Electronics was controlled by a speed
controller modified to use the RWAs
spare set of Hall re^,!1ivvrs as a tachometer. The speed




from 0 to +5 volts. The 5 volt torque command corres-
ponds to maximum motor torque.
11
IF
The RPTA could not be operated above 2600 RPM at full
torque and 28 volts DC buss voltage because of the motor
back emf being higher than planned (see motor discussion).
Although the motor could be run at 3000 RPM with either
an increased DC buss voltage or lower torque command, it
was decided not to run the motor past 2600 RPM for these
tests.
The peak motor current was limited to 6 amperes thus
limiting the maximum torque level to 50 ounce inches.
Although the motor and drive electronics were capable of
being operated at a higher current (torque) level, the
"armature reaction effec =t" on the Hall position resolvers
was too great at higher levels for satisfactory operation
(see motor discussion) .
The reaction wheel was operated in vacuum with a wheel
cavity pressure of 100 to 150 microns maintained through-
out all tests to keep windage losses constant.
In addition, a repeatable bearing preload from unit build
to unit build was accomplished using Belleville washers
(springs) which were captured in special adjusting nuts,
threaded into the Beryllium bearing support housings.
These preload nut assemblies (two per unit), are ad-
justed so that the spring is approximately .005 inches
from flat bottom. Once this deflection is achieved, a
4-2	 kti _ ^ F l :iT CT `rill
r,I . .
thrust load of approximately 9.0 pounds, based on the
spring's spring rate, is applied to each bearing outer
race in the spin axis horizontal position..
Since each preload washer still has .005 inch before
the flat bottom position is reached, the flywheel, has a
total axial end shard of .010 inch. Therefore, a re-
peatable preload of approximately 9 pounds is achieved
by always adjusting the preload nut assemblies to yield
an axial end shape of .010 inches.
4.1	 TORQUE CHARACTERISTIC'S
The reaction torque characteristics of the subsystem
are shown in Figure 1-1.	 The subsystem was operated
at nominal buss voltage (28 VDC) and with five different
torque command level-; through four quadrants (modes of
operation) arbitraril y designated.
I - Counterclockwise Accelera l ion
11 - Clockwise Decele t-ation
III - Clockwise Accel rra t ion
IV - Counterclockwise Deceleration
Quadrants I and II correspond to positive reaction torque
output whereas quadrants III and IV correspond . to nega-
tive reaction torque output.
•	 The reaction torque values for the five torque commands
in each quadrant wart ,
 read from the curves every 250 RPM.
A least squares straight la.ri p
 was then fitted to each
set of data at each spend to determine the torque command
scale factor. The coefficient of correlation was deter-
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mined for each regression line with the lowest correla-
tion being 0.995. The results of these computations are
shown graphically in Figure 4-2 and are tabulated in
Section B.O. Immediately apparent is the different
	 i
scale factors between positive and negative torque com-
0
	
	 mands of about 7%. This is due primarily to the armature
reaction effect of the Hall resolvers. Also apparent
in the graph is the primarily positive slope during speed
acceleration and the primarily negative slope during de-
celeration. This effect is due to the change of the
motor from acting as a motor during acceleration to a
generator during deceleration. The total torque scale
factor for all conditions is 10.7 ounce inch per volt
+13% (30. The scale factors for positive and negative
torques, respectively, are
(+) 10.34 ounce inch/volt +8% (3a)
(-) 11.08 ounce inch/volt +8% Orr)
The above scale factors were determined from the reaction
torque curves of Figure 4-1.. The torque scale factors	 r
were also computed from the motor power curves (see
Section 4.2) and are listed here to show concurrence of
data.
(+) 10.71 ounce inch/volt
(-} 11.47 ounce inch/volt
It can be seen that there is less than 4% discrepancy




The drag torque of the PWA with the AC motor installed
was measured and approximated by a straight line of
TAC = 0.34 x S + 0.45 ounce inch
where TAC = drag torque with AC motor
S	 motor speed in KRPM
Using the same method (measuring rundown reaction torque
with motor windings open) and with the same bearing pre-
load and wheel cavity pressure, the drag torque for the
High Torque DC Motor was determined to be
TDC = 0.60 x S + 0.60
Thus, the DC motor, assuming no error in setting bear-
ing preload, has about 0.15 ounce inch additional zero
crossing torque. The magnetic drag of the rotor magnets
on the stator iron amounts to 0.26 ounce inch per 1000
RPM or an additional. 0.78 ounce inch of torque at 3000
RPM.
The torque scale factor was computed by fitting a least
squares straight line to five points of torque command
voltage vs reaction torque at given speeds. The slope
of this line is the torque scale factor and the inter-
cept or bias should be the drag torque given a linear
System. These biases were plotted and are shown in
Figure 4-3.. These torque curves represent what may
be called "dynamic" drag torques and when averaged to-
gether yield a dynamic- drag torque of
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This dynamic drag torque may represent additional drag
due to hysteresis and eddy current losses, electronics
losses or simply non-linearity in computation. There
is still speculation at this time about the nature of
this curve. Data presented in the next section supports 	 +
the open motor drag torque curve and therefore is the
one purported to.be the true motor drag torque. All
L
three curves are presented graphically in Figure 4-4.
4.2	 POWER CHARACTERISTICS
The sine and cosine motor phase powers were plotted
against speed in the same manner as the reaction torque
of section 4.1. The data was also summarized in a
similar fashion for computer analysis. (See section 8
for curves and tabulations.) Least squares straight
lines were fitted to the total motor power vs speed
curve at each torque command level and for positive
and negative reaction torques. The slopes of these
lines were assumed to be directly proportional to the
torque scale factor and another least squares straight
line was fitted to the slope vs torque command data.
The line was forced through the origin and the resultant
slope represented the torque scale factor. Following
are the scale factors for positive and negative torques,
respectively:
(^-} 10.71 ounce inch/volt
H 11.47 ounce inch/volt
Sin4e the torque command voltage is proportional to
motor current (this is not entirely true because the
4-10
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armature reaction effect on the Hall position sensors
causes not only distortion of the current waveform
proportional to current, but also some positive feed-
back effects), the intercepts of power vs speed curves
are proportional to the 1 2R losses of the motor and
wiring. Thus by setting the intercepts proportional
to the torque command voltage squared and fitting a
straight line through these points and the origin, the
12R constant can be computed. The RMS current as shown
in the pictures of section 4.5 is approximately 0.8
amps RMS per volt of torque command. using the average
1 2R constant of 1.2 watts/volt 2 and 0.8 amps/volt, the
effective resistance of the motor is computed to be 1.88
ohms or 0.94 ohms per phase. The measured DC resistance
was 0.62 ohms. The measured DC resistance was 0.41 ohms
plus 0.2 ohms wiring and an additional 0.24 ohms of AC
losses at 100 Hz.
The steady state power of the subsystem was measured at
zero speed and +3000 RPM. The speed control circuit
was used to keep the speed constant while the measure-
ments were made. The buss supply voltage was then




CW 3000 11.6 13.7









Speed 24V 28V 32V
0 0.3 0.6 0.9
CW 3000 6.5 6.5 6.8 
CCW 3000 5.3 5.4 5.5
For the subsystem power at zero speed, the quiescent
power is clearly proportional to the voltage squared
thus representing 1 2R losses in the electronics. The
difference between zero speed and maximum speed sub-
system powers should represent the spin motor power re-
quired at maximum speed. The measured spin motor powers,
however, are higher by an amount partially accounted
for by the 1 2R losses of the 4.8 I{Hz PWM ripple current
in the motor circuit. This is evident by comparing the
subsystem power at zero speed with the motor in and out
of the circuit.
The stable spin motor power is also representative of
drag torque at constant speed. Using the spin motor
powers at -x-3000 RPM and the motor torque constant de-
veloped earlier, the drag torque at 3000 RPM is computed
to be 2.2 ounce inch which agrees closely with the
measured drag torque.
The effect of the supply voltage buss change from 24
volts to 32 volts was generally less than 10% throughout
the speed range. lnterestingly,the subsystem required less
.power at 32V during motor acceleration. The of feet on
the motor power was negligible and small differences ob-







The reaction torque vs speed, drag torque, motor power
and subsystem power curves mentioned in the previous
sections were also used to compute various efficiencies.
The motor efficiency was computed from the ratio of Re-
e
quired Power over Measured Power. The required motor
power is computed from
TM S
pR	 1352
where TM = Motor Torque = Reaction Torque + Drag Torque
S = Speed IN RPM
The motor efficiency is
EM = 100 PR
M
The efficiencies were computed for each Torque Command
Voltage from 1 to 5 volts every 250 RPM. The range of
efficiencies was then plotted vs speed as.shown in
Figure 4-5.	 The motor efficiency is obviously zero
at zero speed and is a function of speed. It is also a
function of torque with the highest efficiency occurring
at the lowest torque level. Thus, it can be seen that
the motor is approaching 90% efficiency at maximum speed
and low torque levels and 75% efficiency at maximum
torque.
The subsystem efficiency was computed from
P




where PT = Total Subsystem Power
As above, the subsystem efficiency was plotted vs speed
and is shown in Figure 4-6•	 The efficiency is again
zero at zero speed and is about 55% at 2500 RPM. The
tendency is for maximum efficiency at about 1/2 torque.
The range of efficiencies with torque command is lower
than the motor being generally less than +4%.
The electronics efficiency was computed from
P
EE = 100 PM %
T
and is shown in Figure 4--7.
	
The efficiency tends to
dip down to about 367 at zero speed and rises to about
651% +5% at 2500 RPM. it should be noted, however, that
the electronics are breadboard and were not designed
to permit highest efficiency.
The quiescent power (PQ) of the subsystem at zero speed
was measured as 8.5 watts and this power was used to
compute the effective efficiency of the H-Bridge or
P
EH = 100 (p;Mp— ) to
The results aia shown in Figure 4-8. The H-Bridge
efficiency appears to be generally about 70% over most
of the range and rising to 75% +5% at 2500 RPM. As
with the motor, the H-Bridge efficiency tends to be
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The efficiencies of the electronics must not be taken
too strongly since no attempt was made during circuit
modifications at reducing power consumption. This was
because the main object of this study was the motor
characteristics. Future circuits would naturally employ
optimization techniques for increasing electronics power
efficiency.
4.4	 TORQUE TRANSIENTS
The RWA was tested for torque transients with step
torque commands of +10%, +20%, +50% and +100% of maximum
at CW 2600, CCW 2600 and zero RPM. The filter across
the output of the torque indicator was removed for these tests..
The resultant torque graphs are shown in Section 8, Figures
8-16 to 8--27. The 4 Hertz oscillation frequency of the spring
mass system is apparent in these graphs. Also the slew rate
(15 inches/second) of the platter is evident. However,
an observable time constant of about 1/2 second can be
seen in the graphs with maximum torque command. This time
constant dial not seem reasonable so a preset counter and
digital printer were used to time wheel revolutions
during the transient. The digital measurement system
was able to time every third revolution or about 70
milliseconds between prints at 2600 RPM. These readings
were converted to speeds and plotted by computer as
shown in section 8. Figures 8--28 to 8--42.
It appears from these graphs that the step torque com-
mands resulted in constant speed -time slopes or constant




The apparent time constant in the reaction torque graphs
are therefore attributed to limitations of the test
equipment and not to the RWA subsystem.
4.5	 CURRENT WAVEFORMS
Pictures were taken of the High Torque W Motor currents
to show the effect of armature reaction on the Hall
resolvers. The RWA was operated at CW 1250 RPM with
torque commands of +20 1%, +50% and +100% of full torque.
The RWA was also run at CCW 1250 RPM and +100;6 of full
torque. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the effect of arma-
ture reaction or the sensitivity of the Hall rotor posi-
tion resolvers to the stator electromagnetic field.
The clipping (flat topping) of the current w,.,veforms is
due to electronic current limiting but the remainder of
the distortion is due to armature reaction. This is
evident by comparing Figures 4-11 through 4-16 where
conditions were the same except for motor current. The
low current pictures show much less distortion than those
at high current.
The motor currents of Figures 4-11 and 4-12 were sub-
jected to a Fouier harmonic analysis t. determine the
amount of distortion in the waveform. The results
shown in Table 4-1 indicate that for accelerating torque
at 1250 RPM, the harmonic power loss was 3.5% and 8.96
for decelerating, The average torque producing currents
were 4..14 amps RMS accelerating and 3.77 amps RMS de-
celerating, a difference of 9%. These differences are






The ef-lect of the hack EME' of the motor on the current
at maximum speed can be seen in Figure 4 .17. The peaking
of the current at maximum is a result of insufficient
buss voltage to supply the demanded current. At higher
buss voltage this effect disappears and likewise at
lower back EMF's .
4-21
CURRENT-AMPS-PEAK
	 SEQUENCE CURRENT POWER COMPONENT
SIN COS SIN COS SIN COS
PHASE PHASE PHASE PHASE PHASE PHASE
6.2477 5.4694 1.06642 .93357 --- ---
5.8586 5.8586 1.00000 1.00000 .500000 .500000
.3891 .3891 .06642 .06642 .002206 .002206
.7024 .0644 .11990 .01099 .007188 .000060
.3950 .8269 .0674 .14115 .002273 .009962
.6144 .0578 .10488 .00986 .005500 .000049
.1677 X0742 .02863 .01267 .000410 .000080
•rt ,
.0709 .01211 .000073
.4000 .4000 .06813 .06828 .002331 .002331
TOTAL HARMONIC POWER PER PHASE .019907 .014761
TOTAL HARMONIC POWER .034668












1250 RPM CW ACCELERATING
RATIO TO POSITIVE










4.1567 6.5080 .77953 1.22047 ---- ----
5.3323 5.3323 1.00000 1.00000 .500000 .500000
1.1756 1.1756 .22047 .22047 .024304 .029304
.2012 .5952 .03774 .11163 .000712 .006231
.9154 .6905 .17368 .12949 .014739 .008384
.1993 .2790, .03737 .05232 .000698 .001369
.1529 .1955 .02867 .03667 .000411 .000672
.2454 .0735 .04603 .01379 .001059 .0000fJ5
.4000 .4000 .07501 .07501 .002814 .002814
TOTAL HARMONIC POWER PER PHASE .044735 .043868
TOTAL HARMONIC POWER .088603
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	 BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR
5.1
	
DESCRIPTI ON AND HISTORY
The high torque DC motor consists of a permanent magnet 	 r
rotor located outside of a two phase wound stator. This
type of construction employs a rotor comprised of ten
alnico 9 permanent magnet segments positioned and em-
bedded circumferentially in a soft iron pole structure.
A photograph of this type of motor is shown in Figure
l-l. The multipolar design insures a high torque and
minimizes space and weight. This machine is designed
to develop up to 50 oz-in of torque. The stator is
wound for two phase operation with two pairs (for re-
dundancy) of Hall elements located in the motor air gap
for rotor position sensing.
This type of motor has been built successfully and
tested for the Roll Reaction Wheel which was to be used
on the Earth Limbs Measurements Satellite before the
program was cancelled.
5.2	 ECISIGN FEATURES
5.2. 1 	Winding Placement
After tests were performed on the ELMS motor it was
discovered that the Hall devices which were assembled
in grooves placed into the stator at the motor air gap
were not properly located. After much analysis the
conclusion was reached that the cause for the shift
must be due to the fact that the coils were lap wound





the coil in the bottom of a slot and the other half at
the top of a slot. Since the slots are long and narrow,
the axis of the coil is considerably shifted off the
radial direction. The theory is that the stator flues
pattern does not faithfully follow the teeth but tends
to flow perpendicular to the coils.
In order to avoid this undesirable error, the winding
for the high torque motor was modified to insure that
the coils are all perpendicular to the teeth. This
was accomplished by placing the individual coils either
totally in the bottom of slots or totally in the top
of slots.
5.2.2	 Winding Determination
The windings were designed to give full torque of
50 oz -in at 3000 rpm when operated from a 20 volt zero
to peak square wave. This is equivalent to (4/n) (20)
25.5 volts peak sinusoidal. excitation. The back EMF
was calculated to be 0.00744 volts peak/rpm and actually
tested 0.00758 volts peak/rpm. The correlation was
good but, unfortunately, the excitation differed from
the square wave assumed. The actual excitation is a
pulse width modulated wave of 0 to 20 volts which makes
it a 20.0 volt peak sinusoidal. wave. For this reason
the back ENIF was high and the high speeds were not
attained.
5.3	 MOTOR TEST RESULTS
Refer to Figure 5-1 for a listing of pertinent motor
parameters discussed in the following paragraphs.
0
5.3.1 Back EMF Constant
The motor was placed in a test fixture and the shaft
driven by an external motor. The voltages generated by
the windings at various speeds were recorded. The back
MF was then calculated to be 0.00758 volts peak/rpm.
The maximum torque constant is calculated to be 1352
-Mmes the back EMF constant. For this machine it is
10.25 oz-in/amp peak. This torque constant is attainable
if the commutation angle is exactly at 90 degrees.
5.3.2	 Hall Location Tests
After the reaction wheel was assembled some simple
tests were run to determine the accuracy of the Hall
placements. These tests are described pictorially in
Figures 5-2 and 5-3. The tests were run in numerical
sequence. One set of Hall elements were series input
connected and set to 40 mi lliamps and the millivolt
outputs were recorded for different rotor positions.
Test 1 indicated that with 2.5 amps flowing through
the A winding a field was established attracting a
S pole (assumed polarity) of the rotor. With this set
of conditions the A Hall element generated 23 m y and.
the B Hall elements generated 72 mv. After the excita-
tion to winding A was removed Test 2 gave the Hall
outputs for the same rotor position. Note that the
diagrams show only two poles when in reality the machine
has 10 polies and the rotor had a possibility of five
distinct positions where it could line up.
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Test 3 was run with the B winding excited and the rotor
turned 90 degrees electrically from Tests I & 2. Test
5 was run with both windings excited givingthe:rotor a
45 degree electrical position. Similar tests were run
with reversed stator currents as shown in Figure 5-3.
The question arises if the Hall locations are ati-u3wte.
Tests 2, 4 and 8 indicate that they are fairly well
located, where one element reads at a high level and the
other at a null. But test 10 indicates considerable
error.
Comparison of test 6 to Tests 2 and 4 indicate that the
wave shape is not sinusoidal. One would expect that
the Hall outputs of test 6 to be sin 45 0 or 70.7° of
the "maximum" outputs of tests 2 & 4. They are instead;
Hall A wd- = 84.2%
Hall B ^- = 95.20
Comparison of test 12 to test 8 indicates similar dis- 	
I I
tortion.
The odd numbered tests give an indication of distortion
of the air gap flux field due to stator flux. These
tests do not represent actual running conditions of the
motor since the rotor should never be line up with the
stator field but should be in electrical quadrature.
Regardless of that fact, one would expect Hail A of test
1 to be at a low null value. It measured 23 my indicat-
ing distortion of air gap flux.
5.4	 REAUT.ION WHEEL TEST RESULTS
5.4.1	 Current Wave Analysis
In order to verify the motor design and try to explain
its losses it proved necessary to analyze the current
wave shapes of the motor windings. The currents for
clockwise rotation both accelerating and decelerating
at 1250 rpm and 5 volts command are given in Figures
4-11 & 4--12. These photographs were analyzed by Fourier
series and the results are given in Table 4-1.
The useful current into the bxushless DC machine is the
balanced two phase current that will produce a constant
magnitude 10 pole magneto-motive force wave in the air
gap of the machine. This is called the positive sequence
(+l) current system. Since the fundamental currents of
the two phases are not equal, there will be a negative
sequence (-1) current system which will not produce any
useful torque but will consume power. Similarly, all
the harmonics of current will not produce useful torques
but will consume power.. Table 4-1	 shows the magni-
tudes of the harmonics, the relative magnitude to the
positive sequence, and the heating value of these com-
ponents. For the clockwise accelerating mode at 1250 rpm
the useful current is 5.86 amps peak per phase and the
total harmonic power into the motor plus leads is 3.476
of the conventional copper losses. For the decelerating
mode the useful current is -5,33 amps peak per phase and




5.4.2	 ]Power Flow Diagrams
Using the current wave analyses, reaction wheel mea-
surements, and motor measurements a power flow diagram
can be constructed to explain the power flow to the
motor and reaction wheel.
Figure 5-4 shows the power flow diagrams for 1250 rpm cw
accelerating and decelerating at maximum torque. In each
case, it can be explained from right to left. For the
accelerating case the reaction wheel torque was taken
from the plotted curves (Figure 8-2) at full command
voltage of 5 volts accelerating in the clockwise dir-
ection. The power output is simply the reaction torque
times the speed divided by 1352 (or 53.25 x 1250/1325 =
49.23 watts). The friction and windage is given by the
rundown test of the AC motor shown in Figure 4-4. The
AC motor curve gives the required information because
the friction and windage conditions are identica a to the
High Torque DC Motor case with the additional feature
that no magnetic field is present in the motor.
The input to the reaction wheal or output of the ideal-
ized brushless DC motor, 50.04 watts, is the reaction
wheel output power plus the friction and windage power.
The motor rotor experiences a magnetic drag with rotation
due to the varying magnetic flux that it produces in the
stator. This is also given in Figure 4-4 and is the
friction and windage portion (AC motor curve) subtracted







The copper loss of the stator, 14.08 watts, of the
idealized machine is the positive sequence peak current
squared times the winding resistance of 0.41 ohms.
The stator core loss was determined by making impedance
measurements of the motor. The effective resistance at
104.2 Hertz which corresponds to 1250 rpm was measured 	 r
and the DC resistance subtracted to give the portion
of resistance attributable to core loss. This has a
value of 0.24 ohms per phase. The stator core Loss
then is simply (5.86 amps) 2 x 0.24 ohms or 8.24 watts.
Summing the motor output power and the three types of
motor losses gives the idealized motor input of 72.80
watts.
The wiring external to the motor was measured at 0.20
ohms. This dissipates 6.87 watts at 5.86 amps peak
positive sequence current.
The harmonic analysis of the current resulted in 3.47%
additional copper losses due to the wave shape dis-
tortions and imbalance. This amounts to 0.73 watts
additional to the motor and wiring; copper losses and is
shown as harmonic losses.
The toal accountable power input to the motor and
reaction wheel. is 80.40 watts leaving 0.60 watt of
miscellaneous power or error to account for making the
total measured value of 81.0 watts.
x ;.
The decelerating case is calculated in a similar fashion
except that the power flow is running from the reaction
wheel through the motor and into the sup ply lines. In
reality, the brushless DC machine is acting as a gener-
ator.
For this case the current is -5.33 amps peak for the
positive sequence and the harmonics account for 8.86%
additional copper loss due to wave shape distortions
and imbalance.
Assuming the measured value of 23.0 watts of generated
electrical power as being accurate, there results an
error of 1.96 watts of unexplained additional power
generation.
5.4.3	 Torque Constant and Power Angle
Referring to the power flow diagrams of Figure 5-4 one
can derive the apparent torque constant for the motor
in the two modes of operation. The torque constant is
defined as the air gap torque divided by the positive
sequence current. The air gap torque is the output
torque of the motor plus the magnetic drag torque. For
the generator, the air gap torque is minus the output
torque plus the magnetic drag torque. For this case the
current is also negative resulting in a positive torque
constant.
Figure 5-1 lists the apparent torque constants 9.317
oz-in/amp peak for accelerating and 9.483 oz--in/amp peak












10.25 oz-in/amp peak as determined from the back EMF
constant.
The torque angle is the electrical displacement of the
rotor flux wave and the stator flux wave. This is
ideally set for 900 but, shafts due to armature reaction
affecting the Hall outputs. The angle is calculated
as the sine of the ratio of the apparent torque constant
to the maximum torque constant and is given in Figure
5-1 as 114,64 and 112.31 electrical degrees.
5.5	 ANALYSTS
At this point it would be helpful to study briefly the
operation of the brushless DC machine with Hall devices
in the air gap.
5.5.1	 Brushless DC Motor - No Armature Reaction
Figure 5-5 gives a simplified representation of a two
pole brushless DC machine. The rotor is represented
by a bar magnet and the stator is represented by two
Hall elements and their corresponding windings. Hall
element A senses the vertical flux that passes through
it and Hall element B senses the horizontal flux that
passes through it. Winding A produces a flux along its
axis which is horizontal and winding B produces a ver-
tical flux.
This diagram shows the ideal operation of the machine
where the Hall devices sense only the rotor flux and
produce currents in the windings which in turn produce
stator flux in quadrature to rotor flux. At the rotor
r) -9
position shown Hall A is at a maximum and winding A is
drawing maximum current. The B circuit is at zero. As
the rotor turns clockwise (upper diagram) the flux vector
system follows synchronously so that a uniform torque is
developed for all positions. The torque is proportional
to the product of rotor flux, 4)R , stator flux, 4)S , and the
	 r
sine'of the angle between them. The convention for the torque
direction is that the rotor flux vector tries to align with
the stator flux vector.
The lower diagram shows the motor operation for counter
clockwise torque.
5.5.2	 Brushless DC Motor - with armature reaction
Figure 5-6 represents the more realistic vector diagram
for the flux vectors of the brushless DC machine with
Hall devices in the air gap. The actual flux that
passes through the Hall resolvers is not just the rotor
component as assumed in the previous paragraph but the
total flux, or, which is the vectorial sum of oR and
OB ,in the air gap of the machine. This flux is sensed
and a stator field is produced in quadrature to it.
This effect is called armature reaction. The torque is
proportional to the product of OR , OS , and the sine of
the angle between them (torque angle) as stated before.
Figure 5-1 gives the torque angle that was determined
under a set of conditions, 114.640 accelerating and
112.31 0 decelerating. These can be considered close
enough to be the same.
;-1]
By comparing the clockwise torque (upper) to the counter
clockwise torque (lower) vector diagrams of Figure 5-6
one notices that there is the symmetry of torque magni-
tude and angle with direction of rotation. The conclus-
ion one reaches at this point in the analysis is that the
Hall devices are properly located.
5.5.3	 Brushless DC Motor - with armature reaction and Hall
placement error
Suppose the Hall elements are both displaced relative
to the windings by an angle, G, instead of 900 as they
should be. Then the machine will appear as shown in
Figure 5-7. Now the Hall devices sense the total flux,
O1„ and the stator field is located at 1800-G or Q
depending on the torque direction. Also, the magnitudes
of the stator fields, , 8 , are not the same since the
magnitudes of OT sensed in each direction are not equal.
Note the dissimilar vector diagrams for the two torque
directions. The winding currents and the torque for
the lower diagram are higher than the corresponding
values for the upper diagram.
From the data on the kiigh Torque Motor it appears that
this type of misplacement of Hall elements does not
exist, but this is not positively proven. For instance,
the Hall placement tests of Par. 5.3.2 left some doubt





Another source of information that may produce some
doubt as to the accuracy of the Hall placement are the current
waveforms of Figures 4-11 and 4--12. The distortions of
the wave shapes plus the fact that the waves were elec-
tronically clipped could be hiding the fact that the
Hall elements are not ideally located but are being
compensated by circuitry.
5.5.4	 Distortion at Air Gap and Skew
one undisputable source of error for this type of mach-
ine is the flux wave distortion that takes place in the
air gap of the machine. Since the Hall devices sense
the total air gap flux which is not necessarily sinusoidal
and these in turn are amplified and fed to the windings,
there is a compounding of distortions. If the machine
has a large air gap, the distortions will be reduced
and the stator flux portion will be minimized.
Another source of flux distortion is caused by the stator
skew. The flux in the air gap tends to concentrate axially
as well as circumferentially in the areas of rotor to
stator attraction. The flux takes the least reluctance




HIGH TORQUE 13R,USULESS DC MOTOR PARAMETERS
GENERAL
Number of Phases 2
Number of Poles 10
Outside Diameter 3.990 In.
Inside Diameter 1.627 In.
Overall Length 1.25 In.
Weight 21 Oz.
MOTOR MEASUREMENTS
Back emf constant	 0.00758 Volta
Peak/RPM
Maximum torque constant 	 10.25 Oz--i n/amp pea
DC Resistance per phase 	 0.41 Ohm
AC component of resistance
per phase at 104.2 Hz 	 0.24 Ohms
Inductance per phase	 0.80 Millihenry
REACTION 'WHEEL MEASUREMENTS AT 1250 RPM ^ MAX. TORQUE
AcceleratiEg Decelera jL%
Apparent torque constant
(oz-in/amp peak)	 9.317	 9.483
Torque angle (degrees electrical) 114.64 	 112.31
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FIGURE 5-2 HALL LOCATION TESTS 1 THROUGH 6
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81.0 W LOSES 80.40W COMMUTA- 79.67W WIRING 72.80W IDEALIZED 50.04 W REACTION 49.23W
MEASURED T ION DDC MOTOR
Ift
54.12 WHEEL 53.25OR ERROR 0.20 5.86 AMPS PEAR oz-IN OZ -INOHMS	 SE
HARMONIC STATOR COPPE	 MAGNETIC FRICTION
LASSES CORE LOSSE	 DRAGI AND WINDAGELOSSES LOSSES
0.60W 0.73W 6.87W 8.24W 14.08W 0.44W 0.81W





22.58W 28.26W IDEALIZED 47.1?W REACTION 47.98WERROR COMMUTA- WIRING BDC MOTOR WHEEL
MEASURED TION 5	 .02 51.9
OZ--IN OZ-IN
1. 196W	 1, 54W	 5.6 SW	 6.82W 11.65W 0.44W	 0.81
0.475 OZ-IN 0.875 OZ-IN
FIGURE 5-4
POWER FLOW DIAGRAMS AT 1250 RPM GW AND MAXIMUM TORQUE
t1




























FIGURE 5 -6 BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR — WITH ARMATURE REACTION
5-18
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FIGURE 5 .
 7 BRUSHLESS DC MOTOR — l'TH ARMATURE REACTION
AND HALL PLACEMENT ERROR 5-19
6.0	 DRIVE ELECTRONICS ANALYSIS
F
a
To obtain proper motor torque at all speeds, the motor
current must follow the Hall voltage, in both amplitude
and phase, at all frequencies up to maximum speed. A
block diagram of the spin motor drive system is shown
in Figure 6-1 where:
L = Motor inductance + Hall current sensor inductance
= 0.82mH
R = Motor resistance .i PWM power stage resistance +
Hall current sensor resistance - 1.0 ohm
KT = Motor torque constant = 10.3 oz-in/amp
Kb - Motor back emf constant = .00758 volts/rpm
Note that the Hall output voltage is assumed to be
in phase with the motor back emf. Since it is
required that the motor current (IM) follow the Hall
voltage (Vh) at all frequencies up to maximum speed,
the drive electronics must be designed to minimize
the motor current generated by the back emf (Vb). This
problem is the conventional servo problem of minimizing
an unwanted disturbance, which means maximizing the
values. of G2 ,G4 and G6 at all frequencies of interest.
As the values of G2, G4 and G6 increase, however, the
amplifier bandwidth increases. From a stability
viewpoint, the maximum allowable bandwidth is set
by the PWM power stage, which contributes a sampled-
data-type phase lag. The PWM design used in the
present system has a 9.6KRz effective sampling frequency,
and the electronics are designed to produce a loop
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SPIN MOTOR DRIVE ELECTRONICS - BLOCK DIAGRAM
FIGURE 6-1
r1-	 i.
As a result, referring to Figure 6-1,	 i
G  = 10 V/V
S




G4 W 5.23 V/V
G5 = . 178	 j
G6
 = 26 V/V (for B + _ 28VDC)
G7 = 10 V/V
G 8 (S) =	 1 ASV	 '
l+ 2v194
G9 = .03 V/A
Using these values, the scaled block diagram of
Figure 6-2 may be drawn. The open-loop transfer
function, A(S), of the loop (for stability verification
only) is
_ ST
A(S) = (Ge +G f Gb )GcGde 2 , T = 1/9600 sec
where the transport lag approximates the dynamics
of the pulse-width modulator.
Numerically,
S	 S
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An asymptotic sketch of A(S) is shown in Figure 6--3.
The crossover frequency is 2500 Hz and the phase
margin is 30 degrees.
The transfer function relating motor current to
Hall voltage and motor back emf is
I = GaGbGcGdyh-GdVo
m 1+GcGdGe+GbGcGdGf
66.0 Vh(l+ 2yI625)	 1.21x10 3 Vb (1+2yl2.7)
S	 S(^+ 2vI369) (l+ 2v1483)
Since the developed motor torque is proportional to
the magnitude of the component of I  in phase with
Vh and V  (i.e. the real part of Im), this last
equation may be used for calculating torque roll off
as a function of frequency at 250 Hz (which
corresponds to 3000 rpm) the motor back emf equals
22.75 volts. With a Hall voltage of .0736V






At zero frequency, with V  = .0736V,
Relm = 4.858 amps.
Thus, the torque reductioni  due to frequency effects


























































Up to this point it has been assumed that sufficient
battery voltage is available to both overcome motor
back emf and supply the current required to produce
the-commanded torque. The required battery voltage
is given by the expression:
VB -VA + IH +Kb W
where:
VB - required battery voltage
VA = constant voltage drop in drive amplifier - 2V max
I = peak value of commanded drive current = 5.13 amp wx
R - motor resistance + drive amplifier resistance +
Hall current sensor resistance = 1.0 ohm
Kb = motor back emf coefficient = .00758 volts pk/rp n
W - motor speed = 3000 rpm max
Thus, for the condition of maximum current (i.e. maximum
torque) and maximum speed, the required battery
voltage = 29.9V. For VB = 28V, the maximum speed at
which maximum torque can be achieved is 2750 rpm.
For VB . 24V, the maximum speed at which the maximum
torque can be achieved is 2230 rpm.
If system requirements dictate that maximum torque
be achieveable at 3000 rpm, with the present motor
design, a battery voltage of 30 volts must be provided.
If this is not practical, the impedance of the motor
can be lowered (by a winding change) permitting
operation at higher current and lower operation.
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7.0	 TEST EQUIPMENT
The following equipment was used for testing; the High
71orque DC Motor and RWA .
Description Manufacturer Model No. Accuracy
Torque Cell Lebow 2105-100 0.1E Linearity
71orque Indicator Lebow 7521 0.1%, 0-400 Hz
X-Y Plotter Hewlett Packard 7046A o.2%
Wattmeter Industrial Test Eq. 5125 2%, 0 to 2 KHz
Current Probe Tektronix P6042 3%
Oscilloscope Tektronix 545A 3%
Multimeter Fluke 8375A 0.02% DC, 0.7°,x, AC
0.01% Ohms
Preset Counter Hewlett Packard 5330B 5 PPM
Digital Recorder Hewlett Packard 5050B Absolute








This section contains all of the performance test data
taken during subsystem tests of the High Torque DC
Motor in the 50 ft-lb-see Reaction Wheel. Assembly.
PERFORMANCE DATA
The performance data consists almost entirely of X-Y
plotter curves with the exception of stable power mea-
surements at constant speeds and digital torque transient
data. All the curves consist of either torque vs speed,
torque vs time, power vs speed or speed vs time (digi-
tal) data. A List of this data is found in Table 8-1
and the data itself follows Table 8-5.
The digital transient torque data consists of single
wheel revolution times for every third wheel revolution.
The revolution time period was converted to speed by
S i	 2-0-O (RPM)I
where P i = Time period for ith revolution
The data points were converted to a time vs speed curve
by the following
To = 0
Ti = Ti-1 + 3 Pi
So = 60/P o.
Si = 60/Pi-so





indicated on the computer sheet and the torque computed
from this is
TRQ = I K m (oz-in)
where
I = 30.24 = Rotor Inertia in (oz -in-sect)
m = slope of least squares line in (RPM/sec)
K = 27 (RAD/SEC)
RPM
The sign of the torque in the result represents only
accelerating or decelerating torque and is not in rela-
tion to reaction torque.
8.2	 COMPUTER DATA ANALYSTS
A computer was employed for the purpose of determining
the High Torque DC Motor characteristics from the data
curves. Four of the curves were used in this analysis:
Figure 8-2 Reaction Torque vs Speed
Figure 8-10 Subsystem Power vs Speed
Figure 8-11 Motor Cos Phase Power vs Speed
Figure 8-12 Motor Sin Phase Power vs Speed
Vertical lines were drawn through the curves every 250
RPM and the values of intercepts with each curve coded
for computer analysis.
The first data reduction consisted of fitting regression
lines to the Reaction Torque vs Torque Command Voltage
at each speed and each quadrant of operation (positive
and negative torques and positive and negative wheel ro -
tation). The motor torque was computed for each reac-
tion torque with the equation;
8-2R^^	 ^i1U1^ I 
^^rz
i	 E
TM = TR ± TD
where
TD = Drag Torque = 0.00065 + 0.6
S = Speed in RPM




The resultant efficiencies for each point were computed
from the following
P
EM=100 (P	 R =Motor Eff.DSIN	 COS)
EE = 100 (PS IN + PCOS )	 = Elec . Eff.
PTOTAL
EH = 100 (P SIN + PCOS ) 	 = H-Bridge Eff.
(P TOTAL -PQ
ES = 100 PR 	 = Subsystem Eff.
PTOTAL
where
PSIN = Sin Motor Phase Power
PCoS = Cos Motor Phase Power
PTOTAL = Subsystem Power
PQ = Quiescent Power = 8.5 watts
The efficiency data was then summarized in Tables 8-2 and
8-3. The data computed from the regression limes of Re-
action Torque vs Torque Command Voltage at constant speed
8-4
'14
was summarized in Table 8-4. In addition, a regression
line was fitted to the intercepts of these regression
Lines. Also, an average and standard deviation were
taken of the slopes.
The total motor power was summarized in Table 8-5.
Regression lines were fitted to the Power vs Speed data
points for each Torque Command Voltage and both positive
and negative torques. The slopes of the regression lines
vs torque command voltage were fitted to a least squares
straight line through the origin. The intercepts of the
straight lines vs torque command voltage squared were
also fitted to a least squares straight line through
the origin.
The computer printout containing the original data fol-




8-2 REACTION TORQUE VS SPEED
8-3 CW DRAG TORQUE
8-4 CCW DRAG TORQUE
8-5 CW LOW SPEED DRAG TORQUE
8-6 CCW LOW SPEED DRAG TORQUE
8-7 ZERO CROSSING TORQUE
8-8 CW AC MOTOR DRAG TORQUE
8--9 CCW AC MOTOR DRAG TORQUE
8-10 SUBSYSTEM POWER VS SPEED
8-11 COS MOTOR POWER VS SPEED
8-12 SIN MOTOR POWER VS SPEED
8-13 SUBSYSTEM POWER FOR 24 AND 32 VDC BUSS
8-14 COOS MOTOR POWER FOR. 24 AND 32 VDC BUSS
8-15 SIN ROTOR POWER FOR 24 AND 32 VDC BUSS
8-16 to CW,  TORQUE TRANSIENTS FOR 0.5, 1.0, 2.5 AND
8-19 5.0 VOLT TORQUE COMMANDS
8-20 to CCW TORQUE TRANSIENTS FOR 0 .5 , 1.0 , 2.5 AND
8-23 5.0 VOLT TORQUE COMMANDS
B-24 to ZERO SPEED TORQUE TRANSIENTS FOR 0.5, 1.0,
8-27 2.5 AND 5.0 VOLT TORQUE COMMANDS
8-28 to C?l DIGITAL TORQUE TRANSIENTS FOR 0.5, 1.0,
8-35 2.5 AND 5.0 VOLT TORQUE COMMANDS
8-36 to CCW DIGITAL TORQUE TRANSIENTS FOR 0.5, 1.0,
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HIGH TORQUE DC MOTOR STEADY STATE POWER
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HIGH TORQUE DC VOTOR
` 	 `ISPF,C3^ C6RPM DRAG, TOROUE= Ua0[K)6r ^	 IcF^IYa * 'J06 QUIESCENT	 Pi;YiE+2t	 13^511A^'7
Pali YOTOR POWER 14EAC trUTUN REU V OTOR ELEC H B R L) G SYST+`:
fC Ut ALA -7 S I h CM-	 S UM TRU Tfi;vi 170'v'ER EFF EFF EFF EFF
I
cc—
 AC= C - 1z0	 - 005 2•J	 2 *5 Se6 96 1 [)9U 060 2Ua $ 71. 4 —	 U*U
2 CC ACC 20. 10 9 450	 595 18 * 4 l90U Uaa 040 27.5 4755
^i rC ACC 7B 7 5 k ^)	 1 f 5 2t3	 5 29	 1 U G D@[' 37 5 a3	 a Je..
i L4 CC ACC 45@ 5@0_ 15.0 2u.J 4U05 41a1 J a U UMU 44o4 54.7 _0.eJ,
C^^	 G 5 8@0
_ 
18@0 26@0 4703 47.9 0 * G 0 aU 45#6 53o6 U41i
Se^O 9. 95
CORI 0@997
__ $ Ci',	 D 5 c 12• ')05 20 0 295 10.1 9a-b GOO
_	 ^.._.. 7 C:y
 DEC 700 105. 4*(; 5 65 19 s5 l8 r9 Or`,} -
3 C.; DCC 78o 7.05 }1a() 10.5 300 2994 Da:)
_ 4 C l DEC 450 501.) 15.0 2 Ua O 42 	 C) 41.4 :)&a
C4 D:C 57 n 80 l BoO 7.6 90 49@ 5 43 95 U60
RIAS —0sl7
4m, j C:1	 II[C 1x20 100 7_.() 3.f1 -9.R °°1t1a3 —u ^9J OaCJ ?.5ou .7d5 ueti
2 C+v ACC 20o Zan 4*f) 6wO - 19aY — 213&5 040 Oo o 31a i+ 52 01 S ow
*4 C.' ACC 288 5*0 60:1 11 .C) °3 :).4 -31@+.: 0@') 0.') 39.2 5604 COU
Q C.q ACC 440 1 0 @5 90 3 19@5 — 4?0 R -43.4 1300 0.[) 44 @3 5409 G0L
l:^A 5^@ 1? 0U 1 4@U 7	 •U — 51106 — 5102 J• Oa 0 4703 55.6 Q00
Fa -10a45
CG - T -0 0 98
1 CC VEC 120 1@() 2 a 3 0 0 -1009 -1009) 00{)__
P CC UEC - 20o
20.x_.._
^► a?S 9;^ ^21ri5 ^	 a	 ^-7^0t) _.._.
I CC DEC 28o 500 60f7 llsO) ^3203 -31@7 Orr
4 CC'DIEC 44o 10:S 9al 1'9';	 -44.6' —44::i




HIGH 'TORQUE DC MOTOR
, ­'SPEED u _250aRPM DRAG TOROOEx Oo00060 RP.V. + Ov ' 6 QUIESCE NIT POviERm 805WATT
PI..
*VK mOTOR POWER KEAC MQTUk REG `40TOR ELEC FIBRUG SYSTV.
TC	 QUAD TOT SIN. CO5 sum TRO TRW P O'v,, E R EFF EFF EFF EFF,
FCC_ ACC 1.4s Is5 3@0 4 * 5 8 * 6 9 * 3 1&7 38a4 32 * 1 8148 12e3
7 CC ACC 24s 3aG 6 * 0 9&0 18i4 19m1 3@5 39@3 7 & 5 5 8. g . 14f.L
3 CC ACC 35e 5#0 11@5 16c5 2849 29&6 5*4 33s2 47 * 1 62 * 2 1506
4 CC AC C 55 * 8*5- 19 * 5 28vO 4069 41.6 767 27a5 5009 611@2 1440
5 CC ACC 694 1245 23 * 5 36 * 0 48e4 49 * 1 960 25 * 2 52 * 1 59e5 1341
--WIAS —1&59
Sera 10021
c OR R 00998
-'I C'	 DEC lie [?,_C1A f) 140 1,6 0 1049 10.1 1 108
^, t.*!-
-w L) te 0" f" 1) 1.0 1 & f} ?0s6 19 * 8 3s6
I C:: DEC 239 005 4a ;j 5 a0 31 * 9 31 * 1 507
4
	 CI-!	 :: EC 37a 2 * 0 9 * 5 1Ia5 43m5 4267 749
C..' DEC 47a 445 12.5 170 51o4 50 * 6 903T
I A 5 Ov4S
_S * Fm 10 * 39
COR R 00998
A6e­ 14a 105 300 4 * 5 —9s8 — 10 * 5. 109 43 * 3 32 * 1 sled 1369
7 CK ACC 24. 40 5*5 965 — 19 * 9 — 20 * 6 36.9 40@1 39*5
I Cori	 ACC 374 n es 9*0 I Sa5 — 31,5 —32 * 2 5&9 32 * 2 506V 6499 1601
4 CW ACC, 57 * 17@0 I3a5 30 * 5 —43s9 —44@6 8*2 27&0 _53a5 . b2q8 I(WL
5 Cw ACC 73 * 2060 I q aS 18a5 — 51e4 — 52 * 1 9s6 25sO 52s7 5906 1302
R 0 di R6
S*F& -10*72
CORR —0*997
I CC DF C lue '%)60 1a +1 1 * 0 —12 * 0 —11
I CC DEC, 17s . r' is 0 Is(,) 1,0 — 22.5 — 21 * 7 4*0
I CC rLc ?30 7 @5 205 5 * 0 — 340 —3' ^ ,7 6a2_ _ _
4 CC GEC
4444..





990 18@0 — 54 * 8 — 54 * 0 909
IAS —1609
S * Fc —11s04
CORR —0*997
TA33LE 8-7
HIGH TOIiQtJE DC VOTUR
SU:)•-RPNt DRAG TOR QUE= OaOU 60 * RPM +	 06.6 QUIESCENT .Pu.rEk= 8r5;dA$r
.^	 pl%k 'MTOft_ POWER KEAC `-luTun kEU '^OTON EEEC tif3itUd SYSTNI s
d	 'QUA	 TOT 9-1
	 COS SUM TRO TRA POVIE14 EFF EFF EFF EFF
-
-
""1^CC^r,± 	 3'C	 Ifi^^
.
2.5^ ;.n 6 * 5 8 * 3 902 364 ^52a3 38 * 2 76r4 20oo
2 CC ACCL	2 S e 567 fia5 13a5 18* 4 1962 761 52aS 48a2 6` *2 n 4
T,C	 AC	 4 a F*0 15&0 2300 28 * 9 2967 lloO 47a9 53.4 66.6 , 25.6
:, ° 4 CC
	 A C'	 6.6r 12,0 25.0 37.0 40a9 41.7 1504 41.7 56oU 64®3 23&4_'	
#-- R	 Ear 17&5, 29 * 5 47a0 49.1 5060 1804 3963 5666 6300 22o2 " . ;t_f
S&Fv 10041
06998
1 C6 DF'C -*l r5 — 0.5 --2 6 0 1.1.3 10 * 4 31 R
-	 W	 A FC '	 1.4. -- Is5 a'n * 9 -ton 21r4 20.5 7r5
3 C?: DEC	 17a •-1r5 C 0 --165 3206 31#7 11.7
4	 ,ti
	 D — 1a 4wU 265 4403 43.4 1607
r	 5 C;u DEC f 3Ho _ 065 600 605 52.1 5162 1869
A IAS 009.q ?
1Oa49
CORR 00998 {
^.	 o s 4erf 6e5 Y-9as -IOD 369 60.3 4 *6 36,06 4^n
? Co:	 ACC	 276 6-A5 7r5 14aO — 20@3 — 21a2 7a8 5660 44@2 68r2 27&0
_ a^ ._. 4_
 ^r 130 1 .0^ a. a5 — 3Zs? — 33.r: 1262 48 * 1 5566 69- 27«4	 C.-.	 AC C 	 71- ?3aD 1705 4Ua5 — 45 * 0 — 4!o9 16a9 41x9 57.0 :4*8 230
`"`^	 r•	 { C C. o• _	 a 5: r5 — 5?-*5 — t33a4 19« 3961 57*3 63x5 71.4
.. _... _^; J}^,.i ..._._ _. __._^.. —._... ---.._...--- •--•
—0 a cry -7
I	 CC	 D':-C 8, — 1_65	 —^a6_5 — 2 00 — 1 26 4 --1195 4«2	 -
.	
.CC(... 1 `j a
_
"-^e^^—:za5 --1r ]	 "'72r9 — 22sU t"i61
3 CC DEC 17a -i`a5	 -:)-5. — 1	 3_5.6_ --34.7 12.8
^+	 CC t:FC SC, ^05.... --_1a^7 -3
C C Drc ?`?a 4 65	 40 i1 R:5 — 55. 0 --55.Q 2Oa3
K f X15
— 1032
:F^ ..._^... ..-•------ -----	 - 011621 ' .. -- .._..__.. --•---------	 ___^._....	 ^_
cuilk^r? —6 697
HIGH TOROU5 DC MOTOR
SPFE').a °15i)iRP ; • 	MRAG TOROA- C•00()(,) * ikPhi + 0.6
	 QUIESCEMT PC-ivL m McSWATT
N 14 R `•'OT OR POWER H EAC	 '^ uTu^i REQ MOTOR ELEC etBRDG SYSTe.
t [;iU!#	
_70_...._
SI!^ CQr 511h: 7RU T^ta^ POI EFF ELF tFFtyF
;.	 I Cz!-'ACC -I ;1,$ 305 " 500 805 8@3 9.3 541 61.0 4467 8089 27•2





.1CC ACC 50. 1044	 .18.5 2845 28*9 29s9 1606 58* 2 57 * U 68si, 33.2 
,
f^ CC ACC 774 l.a +d
1
r3 .)60 4500 40.9 41	 57 234 2- 53.•7 58*4 65.b. 3Cs^''	 ±
5 CC ACC T 97 ► 	 21s5 35 .0 5645 4961
s Y-	 -
50.1 27@8 4942 58.2
_
63sS 2866	 j
^ "AS- - -2 s l I i
S.Fs 10.41
CORR ' 0&998
1 C:w DEC 7. -29 0 •-2.0 -°4.0 lls6 10,5 509
2 6i uEc 10. - 345 -3oO ^ -645 21.4__ - 20,3 11.2
3 C;J	 DEC 130 -490 -3.5 -745 32,6 3165 17.5
4, CN JEC 71s --4.5 --1, 5 - 6,%0 44,3 4392 23m9
5 CN: DEC 28# -3.5 0.0 -3.5 52,1 51.0 28.3
!BIAS I aZ2-
CORR 0s99R
7_ "C. ACC 18•
_
365 500 6a5 -°'344 -IU*4 5.7 6861 4741 S9.4 3200
7	 Cr: ACC 334 ?e5 qof1 1745 -19 * 0 -20 * 9 lls6 664 + 5360 71e4 35.2
C A^CC 54. ]7e9 14.5 32.0 -32.6 -33.5 18.c5
_.	
f 63.. 53 59.2 7D63- 3^► .5s
4 C4 ACC 85o 2F.5 2140 4 945 -4564 -46,4 2547 52s0 58.1 4.7








1 CC DEC 6. -20 -?s !1 -4 00 - I?oA -X 11,7 6.5^_2
CC rEC - 1 ►1. -4 * 0 -3•;1 -70[) -23x3 -'22,2 1203
_ 3 CC U FC 13 @ --4t1 -3s0 - 7 * 0 -• 35@6 -3445 1901
4^CC CEC^224 -2sO -IsO --5.() -48x4 -4743
...	 ..	 ^.....
26.2
5 CC DEC 3U• -Ion -2. 1 1 --340 -5692 -55x1 3005
I ^IAS__ -1@68






HIGH TORQUE DC '-tOTCjR
APFEDx	 100 .OoRPt-, DRAG TOR QUE= 0o0-3060 IiPf►'. 0*6 QUIESCEINT PChF-F(= qo5WATT*I
P &R MOTOR PQwER REAL Y, 3 T%A4 REQ 11-OTOR ELEC i-iBROG SYSTK
tC '—U 'UA D TOT_ sum -	 TRO TRQ POWER EFF 'EFF EFF EFF
I	 CC 'AC.0 22. 4*CF ' f:io 9 43a1 70&3 3109
P CC ACC 37a Sao	 . 12:5 20:5 lBe4 1906 1404 7 . Oe7 55*4 710 3907L
V3 CC	 2 a 5 21o5 34 * 0 2809 30 * 1 22.2 65@4 59@6 70ol 39*0
4 CC ACC 88@ 180 3•,, 5 53&0 40o9 42c0
.
31*1 5857 6002 66v6 3503,
4 CC ACC lidr ?50­5__40 _
,5_




I	 C^; DEC 54 — 3 * 0 — 3 Q — 6 * 0 llo6 7e6
2 Cr' DEC 6a — 5&0 — 5*5 — 10o5 21*4 2062 1409
cw DEC 7v —6e5 —6o5 0 13 * 0. 3 2*6 31,4 23.2
4 C4 DEC 14a — SoO —6 * 5 —14o5 44,3 43.1 31*8
CW DEC 19• —8 * 0 —6o5 — 14 * 5 5201 50 * 9 37•6
B IAS 1*22
L	 5o	 a 10039
CUR R 0 a 9 9 R
I CW ACC 279 35M&4o5 qo5 1U * O —9 * 4 — lUw6 7e8 7Ft v4 4.5.4 74eO
Cw ACC,: -2 , 38a 10 * 5 lloO 21#5 — 19*9 —21o1 15a6 7265 5695-7ga8- _-- 41,uk
1- Co, ACC 62o ?160 17@5 38o5 — 32 * 6 —33o'-' 25a0 6409 62*0 71w9 400
4 C ,.V ACC 979 33P5 25,9 59.1 0 — 45 * 4 — 4605 34e• 580.4 60a8 66e6
CW ACC. 120* 4` *0 33o0 77&0 — 53 * 3 — 54 * 5 40a3 52*3 64#1 6990 330 5'
I.R7
S.F . —11*33 t.
Jet —Oe997
I CC DEC	 8• —3 * 0 —10 —6 * 0 —13al — 11o9 868
—6*0 — 5*0 —11*0 —23.3 —22.1 16&3
3 CC DEC	 18, —7,0 —6.': — 13,k0	 — 3 5 dk () — 3494 25,o 4
—Dr --T—TF-Ct 	 C	 Oa —? * (I —h * 5 — 13.5 —4	 s4 —47.2 3409







`^"fi^'	 k;?n 	115{:r;2P •;
-
HIGH TORQUE DC _er'JTOR
DRAG TORQUE= !)600060 * RPP-i t Qo6
 
_.. 	 6666	 .	 ^.z	 -
QUIESCENT Pu ERm 8*5fi,ATT
PAR v0TuR	 P ( J I. :R REAC N OTUR R  0 Y10TUk EL.EC isBRDG 5Y5T,vt
Tt'" (JUAN	
._.;ACT__.-._
-5I\1 - cos 5t1'-' T1'it,) TCrU POLtr E(2 EFF #:FF l:FF fw.f-h
Y t 'CC ACC _L4o--
4935__
G s 5^11s0 7.9^ 9 0Z 8 8 5 7707 45*8 7U.9 35.6
CCACC 42s y es 14.5 2 4e0 18*0 151.3 - 1. 70 P. 	 7405 57a1 71 !& - 4 2 9^__
, I CC ACC 646 15.9-02507 400 2F{m9 3Oo2 2709 69 * 9 62a'b 72vO 43*6
.4 'CC
_ACC 98a  7200 _39_•0 61@0 40#9 4_2 s2 3 9eo 64*0 62. 2 _ 68.1	 : 2 a




' [ J^l K __ ...-666_6. _ f) a 9 9 1H
1 ^...
	^ t•rC Zs •4	 Cl. .-4s93 — 8 9 93 11 * 0 1 9- 2 9@4
2 C ►'1	 "'•F_C 2s —6*5 =t1a0 •-14 9 5 21m4 20mJ 1305
3 r':: DEC 3a -0*'-; — 10&5 — 19 eO 32 o6 33 e 2 2888
-^► _ .. S 7m
— 10 & 5
— 1105 — 22* 0 44 * 3 42.55 39@7
C14 DEC 126 -'1	 6 . 5 - 11.5 -- 7 3e() 51oA 509 4 46sfi
P IAS 1a34
CORR 0*9 97
1 C *:	 ACC . X40 Sst) _ hr93 11a 9i — 53 6 4 --10@7 901? HOs4 47w9 7461 41*4
2 C.: ACC 430 12 * 5 -13&3 _26935 -^19_ * 9 —21a_K 19a6 .._ 77 * ') 59*3 7309 4,?r' e6
C': ACC 70a 7700 T 23 * 1^ 45& 0 — 3206 — 3309 3103 699 7 644,1 73@ 1 44ad
+4 C:.'	 ACC 1096 3na5 79*U 67r5 —45 * 4 —4607 43.12 64sO 61.9 67.,1 39d
5 C9- ACC 139 * 44 *0 37o) A I a 0 — 53@3 — 5496 50*5 620 60 sJ 64 * 6 3704
6 @ F s —11833
00.'211 —0-997
T CC 0EC Is —4 oO —4@0 —80 — 13x1 — 1? s7 1 0a
CC OFC 1s —8aO —7@0 —1500 —22 * 9 -•21a5 1989
3 ^.0 DEC 2a — 1180 —90 —20 *() —35.6 —3442 31.6
4 CC EEC 7a — 12 930 — 10a5 — 22*5 — 48oO -'4606 436 1
S CC DEC 12o — 12 * 0 — 10*5 — 72s5 — 55x9 — 5405 509-4
8145	 —1688
SsFe	 — 11 s07
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PWR '^'OTOR	 POWFR kEAC M OTUR REG 40TOR FLEC t%BRL)G SYST.v
COS Sum TRW TRW POWER EFF EF• LFF EFP
I CC '260-- 505 7x5 13.0 7.9 903 10&4 80@2 50*0 74 * 2 4002
CC ACC 46 * 11 * 0 l7oO 28,0 18@0 19s5 21 * 6 - -- -77!2 __ _ - , 60mB 7 4 * §
3 CC AC to 17*5 29 * 5 46@0 28.5 30 * 1} 33*2 72*3 64 * 7 7306 44&9
CC ACCL 1090 25.0 44 * 0 69 * 0 40.9 4293 47-60 68*1 63e3 68 * 6 43*
34*6 51.5 a 5 a 5 49m5 51&U 56*5 66•l 62s4 66v5 41*1
-2086
S # Fm 10*6f)
041 998
I Cw DEC 00' -5&0 -5 * 5 -10 * 5 1200' 10 * 5 11*6C'.:	 e^sEC 09 95 9 4j 5 -18,n 19 * 9 18 * 4 20m4
3 0, DEC Uo -11 * 0 -13.5 -24 * 5 32 * 6 31al 34e5
4 C"'.1 	DEC Us -13s5 -16.0 -29.5 43o9 42a4 4700
C-9 DEC 39 -1505 -16 * 5 -32aO 51 * 8 5093 55*8
P IAS 0 a.95
• 10. 36
Cur%R 0*996
1 --OW 'ACC- --269 7 '6--5- - *5 1lo6 8602 51-5 77 ol 64 -o It
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.
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R IAA 2 s2 7Sege 	
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^ C+; ACC 56& 19.5 1.4 9. 37m0 -191,x -21_s73 _ 31e rs	 8 1	 66.0	 771, H
	
r 3 C ►: A^:C 04 '* X705 ~2'^0:) 5 95 -32-43 -n 34at	 5004	 7599	 7'01,7 -77.7	 53v6
•4 C' ACC 1429 5 5oO 41	 96.*0 -450 8 -47.5	 7U * 4	 7303	 67#6	 7109	 49. 5
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R I A5	
..	 ... - -
	
? r ^ 1	 -- - 
_ . _ .. ..	








--	 -• -----1111 _..	 _. _	 .__._^..____. -^---
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_
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-	 -	
_	 ^...._ _	 ..	 -.	 --•----
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iHIGH T oRoLi `I)C	 ,410TUh
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1 CC ACC 32* 8.0 1000 18sO 701 9su 158,0 9366 5602 76.5 4To0
2 CC ACC: 58a 16 1. 2390 3900 17a3 1502 32aO 12a1 67 .2 7It7 -5512
:3 CC ACC •	 926. 2495. 3895 6390 28@5 30 * 4 5066 80@4 6Ha4 75@4 55-0'4
CC ACC 137 * .3405 . 58@5 93 * 0 4099 4298- 71s3 76s6 67og — 72-0 520 9
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I
C:. DEC O a —7a5 — 7@5 — 15 , 0 1294 1004 1763 .._
.
2 CW DEC O a — 1305 — 160 —29@5 22al 20al 3365
3 CW DEC Ce —19s0 —23.5 —41&5 3206 3Ua6 51s0
4 C 	 :)EC Oe — 2300 -3 0o O — 5390 43x5 41s5 69al




i S@Fo 9 *86
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..
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7 Cr ACC. 6:)& 73x5 21oO ^4M — 19 * 1 — 21sU 3560 ^ 8494 696 1 5005 -'--5863
CW AdCC
_ 
1QI• 3Ei05^32 * 0 7Uo5 — 31m9 --3366 5603 79*9 53@6 7602 55.7
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3 CC	 LC os — t'q5+ —70 — lass — 1365_ — 3IG5 l9a2
J CC iaC 8,r y L6 o0 M— i4s.^ --3Gsi3 — ?3s+5 — lI@G 3Gai^ a
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